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ABSTRACT. Even-cycle matroids are elementary lifts of graphic matroids and even-cut matroids are

elementary lifts of cographic matroids. We present a polynomial algorithm to check if a binary matroid

is an even-cycle matroid and we present a polynomial algorithm to check if a binary matroid is an

even-cut matroid. These two algorithms rely on a polynomial algorithm (to be described in a pair of

follow-up papers) to check if a binary matroid is pinch-graphic.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Classes of binary matroids. By a cycle in a graph we mean a subset of the edges with the

property that every vertex of the subgraph formed by these edges has even degree. An inclusion-wise

minimal non-empty cycle in a graph is a polygon. A matroidM is graphic if its circuits are precisely

the polygons of some graph G. The vertex-edge incidence matrix of G is a matrix representation of

M over the two-element field. In particular, graphic matroids are binary. A matroid M is cographic

if its circuits are precisely the inclusion-wise minimal non-empty cuts of some graph G. Graphic

and cographic matroids are dual of one another.

A signed-graph is a pair (G,Σ) where G is a graph and Σ ⊆ EG. A cycle C ⊆ EG is even

(resp. odd) if |C ∩ Σ| is even (resp. odd). M is an even-cycle matroid if its circuits are precisely

the inclusion-wise minimal non-empty even-cycles of some signed-graph (G,Σ). If Σ = ∅ then the

even-cycles of (G,Σ) are just the cycles of G. Hence, graphic matroids are even-cycle matroids.

The matrix obtained from the vertex-edge incidence matrix of G by adding a row corresponding

to the characteristic vector of Σ is a matrix representation of M over the two-element field. In

particular, even-cycle matroids are binary and are elementary lifts of graphic matroids. Even-cycle

matroids are examples of lift matroids [27].

Consider a signed-graph (G,Σ). A pair of vertices a, b of G is a blocking pair if every odd

polygon of (G,Σ) uses at least one of the vertices a or b. A matroid M is pinch-graphic if its

circuits are the non-empty inclusion-wise minimal even-cycles of a signed-graph (G,Σ) with a

blocking pair. Every graphic matroid is pinch-graphic and every pinch-graphic matroid is an even-

cycle matroid. Moreover, the inclusions are strict. For instance, F ∗7 is pinch-graphic but not graphic,
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and R10 is an even-cycle matroid that is not pinch-graphic. We saw that even-cycle matroids are

elementary lifts of graphic matroids. Pinch-graphic matroids are also elementary projections of

graphic matroids [18], page 30.

A graft is a pair (G,T ) where G is a graph and T ⊆ V G where |T | is even. Vertices in T are

called terminals. If there exists a component of G with an odd number of terminals then every cut

of (G,T ) is defined to be even. Otherwise, a cut δ(U) := {uv ∈ EG : u ∈ U, v /∈ U} 6= ∅ is even

(resp. odd) if |T ∩ U | is even (resp. odd). M is an even-cut matroid if its circuits are precisely the

inclusion-wise minimal non-empty even-cuts of some graft (G,T ). If T = ∅ then the even-cuts of

(G,T ) are just the cuts of G. Hence, cographic matroids are even-cut matroids. Even-cut matroids

are binary and are elementary lifts of cographic matroids [18].

1.2. The main results. Tutte [24] proved that one can recognize if a binary matroid is graphic in

polynomial-time. Seymour [21] extended this result and showed that there exists a polynomial time

algorithm to check if a matroid specified by an independence oracle is graphic. Thus given a binary

matroid described by its 0, 1 matrix representation we can check in polynomial time if the matroid

is graphic and we can check in polynomial time if the matroid is cographic. We prove the analogous

result for even-cycle matroids, even-cut matroids, and pinch-graphic matroids, namely,

(1) Given a binary matroid M described by its 0, 1 matrix representation A, we present an algo-

rithm that will check if M is an even-cycle matroid, in polynomial time.

(2) Given a binary matroid M described by its 0, 1 matrix representation A, we present an algo-

rithm that will check if M is an even-cut matroid, in polynomial time.

(3) Given a binary matroid M described by its 0, 1 matrix representation A, we present an algo-

rithm that will check if M is a pinch-graphic matroid, in polynomial time.

For each of (1)-(3) by polynomial time, we mean polynomial in the number of entries of A. We

believe that these algorithms ought to be fast in practice but have not conducted numerical experi-

ments. For algorithms (1) and (2) the bound on the running time depends on a constant c that arises

from the Matroid Minors Project and that has no explicit bound [5]. However, these algorithms do

not use the value c for their computation.

Algorithms (1) and (2) rely on algorithm (3) as a subroutine. The description of algorithm (3) will

be given in two follow-up papers [8], [9]. In this paper we will show that if we have an oracle that

can solve the decision problem (3), then in oracle polynomial time we can check if a binary matroid

is an even-cycle matroid, respectively an even-cut matroid. An extended abstract of the content of

this paper and the follow-up papers appeared in [13].

1.3. Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we sketch a simple polynomial time algorithm to check

if a binary matroid is graphic. We try to extend this algorithm in Section 3 to recognize even-cycle

matroids and identify a problematic example. We also try to extend this algorithm in Section 4 to
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recognize even-cut matroids and identify a problematic example in that case as well. In Section 5,

we observe that the aforementioned problematic examples arise from pinch-graphic matroids and

their duals pinch-cographic matroids. In Section 6, we review the structure of 2-separations in even-

cycle and even-cut matroids. These results are used to prove in Section 7 that even-cycle matroids

that are not pinch-graphic are well behaved. In Section 8, we show an analogous result for even-cut

matroids. These results form the theoretical underpinning for algorithms (1) and (2) announced in

Section 1.2. In Section 9, we give polynomial algorithms for two decision problems. These will

be used for the recognition algorithms. Finally, Section 10 describes the recognition algorithm for

even-cycle matroids and Section 11 describes the recognition algorithm for even-cut matroids.

2. RECOGNIZING GRAPHIC MATROIDS

2.1. Separations and sums. Given sets A,B we define A−B := {a ∈ A : a /∈ B} and A∆B :=

(A ∪ B) − (A ∩ B). We denote by rM the rank function of M . We write r(M) for the rank

of M , i.e. r(M) = rM (EM). The connectivity function takes X ⊆ EM as input and returns

λM (X) := rM (X) + rM (EM −X) − r(M). Consider X ⊆ EM where X 6= ∅ and X 6= EM

and let k be a positive integer. ThenX is k-separating when λ(X) ≤ k−1. It is exactly k-separating

if equality holds. Let M be a matroid and let X ⊆ EM be exactly k-separating. Then X is a k-

separation if in addition, |X|, |EM − X| ≥ k. If M has no 1-separation it is connected. It M is

connected and has no 2-separations it is 3-connected.

Let M1,M2 be matroids on ground sets E1, E2, respectively where |E1|, |E2| ≥ 1. Suppose that

E1 ∩ E2 = ∅. Then, we define the 1-sum M of M1,M2, denoted by M1 ⊕1 M2, as follows: the

ground set of M is E := E1 ∪ E2 and a subset C of E is a circuit of M if and only if C is either a

circuit of M1 or a circuit of M2. LetM1,M2 be matroids on ground sets E1, E2, respectively where

|E1|, |E2| ≥ 3. Suppose that E1 ∩ E2 = {Ω} and that Ω is not a loop and not a coloop of Mi for

i = 1, 2. Then, we define the 2-sum M of M1,M2, denoted by M1 ⊕2 M2, as follows: the ground

set of M is E := E1 ∆E2 and a subset C of E is a circuit of M if and only if either C is a circuit

of M1 \ Ω or M2 \ Ω, or C = C1 ∆C2 where for i = 1, 2, Ci is a circuit of Mi containing Ω.

2.2. Reduction to the 3-connected case. A matroid M has a 1-separation if and only if M can be

expressed as a 1-sum, M1 ⊕1 M2. A connected matroid has a 2-separation if and only if M can be

expressed as a 2-sum, M1 ⊕2 M2 [1, 2, 20]. Moreover, for k ∈ {1, 2}, M = M1 ⊕k M2 is graphic

if and only if both M1 and M2 are graphic [17], Corollary 7.1.26. Assume that we know how to

check if a 3-connected binary matroid is graphic and suppose that we want to check if an arbitrary

binary matroid M is graphic. If M is 3-connected use the algorithm for 3-connected matroids.

Otherwise find a k-separation for k ∈ {1, 2}, express M as M1 ⊕k M2 and recursively check if M1

and M2 are both graphic, if so then M is graphic otherwise M is not. We need to be able to check

for the presence of 1- and 2-separations in a binary matroid in polynomial time. Cunningham and
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Edmonds [2] showed that the more general problem of checking if a matroid has a k-separating set

with separators of size at least ` ≥ k can be reduced to the matroid intersection problem [15, 3] and

be solved in polynomial-time for fixed values k and `.

2.3. Graph representations. Given a graph G and X ⊆ EG, we write G|X for the subgraph of G

with edges X and vertices that correspond to endpoints of edges of X . We denote ∂(X) the set of

vertices common to G|X and G|(EG −X). Consider a graph G with a partition X,Y of its edge

set where G|X and G|Y are connected and where ∂(X) consists of two vertices v1 and v2. Let G′

be obtained from G by identifying, for i = 1, 2, vertex vi of G|X with with vertex v3−i of G|Y . We

say thatG′ is obtained fromG by a 2-flip on the setX (resp. Y ). We call a 1-flip the identification of

two vertices in distinct components or splitting two blocks into different components. Two graphs

are equivalent if they are related by a sequence of 1-flips and 2-flips. Given a graphic matroid M

where the cycles ofM correspond to the cycles of a graphG we say thatG is a graph representation

of M and write M = cycle(G). We have the following seminal result,

Theorem 1 (Whitney [26]). Any two graph representations of a graphic matroid are equivalent. In

particular, a 3-connected graphic matroid has a unique graph representation.

Given a graph G we denote by G/I \ J the graph obtained from G by contracting edges I

and deleting edges J . Given a matroid M we denote by M/I \ J the matroid obtained from M

by contracting elements I and deleting elements J . Consider a graphic matroid M with graph

representation G. Then H = G/I \ J is a graph representation of the minor N = M/I \ J . In

particular, the class of graphic matroids is minor-closed. We say that the representation H of N

extends to the representation G of M . Theorem 1 implies the following result:

Remark 2. Suppose N is a 3-connected graphic matroid with a graph representation H . If N is

a minor of a 3-connected matroid M , then M is graphic if and only if the representation H of N

extends to a representation of M .

2.4. The algorithm. A wheel is the graph obtained by starting with a polygon with at least three

edges, adding a new vertex (the hub) and connecting every vertex of the polygon to the hub. Consider

a 3-connected binary matroid M and suppose that we wish to check if M is graphic. First we check

ifM is the graphic matroid of a wheel. Otherwise by Tutte’s Wheels-and-Whirls Theorem [25] there

exists an element e such that for either: N = M/e or N = M \ e, N is 3-connected. Recursively,

we check if N is graphic, if it is not, then neither is M . Otherwise, we check if the (unique)

representation of N extends to M . If it does then M is graphic, otherwise it is not.

3. RECOGNIZING EVEN-CYCLE MATROIDS - A FIRST ATTEMPT

3.1. Signed-graph representations. We say that Γ ⊆ EG is a signature of a signed-graph (G,Σ)

if (G,Σ) and (G,Γ) have the same even-cycles. Equivalently, Γ is a signature of (G,Σ) if Γ4Σ is
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a cut of G [12]. The operation that consists of replacing a signature by another signature is called

resigning. A pair of signed-graphs are equivalent if they are related by a sequence of 1-flips, 2-

flips, and resignings. Given an even-cycle matroid M where the cycles of M correspond to the

even-cycles of a signed-graph (G,Σ) we say that (G,Σ) is a signed-graph representation of M

and write M = ecycle(G,Σ). We will see that in contrast to Theorem 1, 3-connected even-cycle

matroids can have inequivalent representations. Consider a signed-graph (G,Σ) and I, J ⊆ EG

where I ∩ J = ∅. The minor (G,Σ) \ I/J is the signed-graph defined as follows: If there exists an

odd polygon of (G,Σ) contained in I then (G,Σ)/I \ J = (G/I \ J, ∅), otherwise there exists a

signature Γ where Γ∩I = ∅ and (G,Σ)/I \J = (G/I \J,Γ−J). Note, minors are only defined up

to resigning. Consider an even-cycle matroid M with a signed-graph representation (G,Σ). Then

(H,Γ) = (G,Σ)/I \ J is a graph representation of the minor N = M/I \ J [18], page 21. In

particular, the class of even-cycle matroids is minor-closed. We say that the representation (H,Γ)

of N extends to the representation (G,Σ) of M .

Remark 3. Suppose N is an even-cycle matroid that is a minor of a matroid M . Then M is an

even-cycle matroid if and only if some signed-graph representation of N extends to M .

3.2. A bad example. In light of the similarities between Remark 2 and Remark 3 it is natural to

wonder if the strategy outlined in Section 2 can be used to check if a 3-connected binary matroid M

is an even-cycle matroid. Namely, we would find e such thatN = M/e orN = M\e is 3-connected.

We would then, recursively, find all signed-graph representations of N (up to equivalence) and then

check which of these representations extend to M . Alas, this does not lead to a polynomial-time

algorithm as we can have an exponential number of pairwise inequivalent representations as we

illustrate next.

Consider a 2-connected graph H with subsets X1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Xn ⊂ EH (n ≥ 1) where for all

i ∈ [n], |∂(Xi)| = 2 and for all distinct i, j ∈ [n], ∂(Xi) ∩ ∂(Xj) = ∅. 1 Consider distinct vertices

u1, u2, v1, v2 of H where u1, u2 ∈ V (H|X1)− ∂(X1) and v1, v2 ∈ V
(
H|(EH −Xk)

)
− ∂(Xn).

LetG be obtained fromH by identifying ui and vi for i = 1, 2. Let Σ = δH(u1)4δH(u2). 2 We call

the signed-graph (G,Σ) obtained from that construction a donut. This is illustrated in Figure 1(i)

for the case n = 3. In that example, letA = X1, B = X2−X1, C = X3−X2 andD = EH−X3.

The shaded region next to vertices u1 = v1 and u2 = v2 of G corresponds to edges in Σ. A donut

(G,Σ) is a representation of some matroid M . Note that we can construct a donut (G,Σ) where

n = O(|EG|) and M is 3-connected. Let us now show how to construct other donuts that are also

representations of M . Pick S ⊆ [n] and let H ′ be obtained from H by doing a 2-flip on the set Xi

for each i ∈ S. Let G′ be obtained from H by identifying for ui and v3−i for i = 1, 2. Then (G′,Σ)

is a donut that is also a representation ofM , i.e. (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) have the same even-cycles [18].

1[n] = {1, . . . , n}.
2δG(v) denotes the set of non-loop edges of graph G incident to v.
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(i)
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u2 = v2

u1 = v2

u2 = v1

FIGURE 1. Constructing donuts.

This construction is illustrated in Figure 1(ii). In that example we pick S = {1, 2, 3}. There are 2n

donuts that we can obtain in that way and, for a suitable choice of a graph H , they will be pairwise

inequivalent.

4. RECOGNIZING EVEN-CUT MATROIDS - A FIRST ATTEMPT

Given an even-cut matroidM where the cycles ofM correspond to the even-cuts of a graft (G,T )

we say that (G,T ) is a graft representation of M and write M = ecut(G,T ). A subset of edges S

is a T -join if T is the set of vertices ofG|S that have odd degree. A pair of grafts (G,T ) and (H,R)

are equivalent ifH is obtained fromG by 1-flips, 2-flips and there exists a set S that is both a T -joint

of G and an R-join of H (equivalently every T -join is an R-join). Observe that if a graft (G,T ) is

a representation of an even-cut matroid M then so is every graft equivalent to (G,T ). We will see

that in contrast to Theorem 1, 3-connected even-cut matroids can have inequivalent representations.

Consider a graft (G,T ) and I, J ⊆ EGwhere I∩J = ∅. The minor (G,T )\I/J is the graft defined

as follows: If there exists an odd cut of (G,T ) contained in I then (G,T ) \ I/J = (G \ I/J, ∅),

otherwise there exists a T -join S of (G,T ) where S∩I = ∅ and (G,T )\I/J = (G\I/J,R) where

R is the set of vertices of odd degree of G \ I/J |(S − J). Consider an even-cut matroid M with

a graft representation (G,T ). Then (H,R) = (G,T ) \ I/J is a graft representation of the minor

N = M/I \ J [18], page 23. In particular, the class of even-cut matroids is minor-closed. We say

that the representation (H,R) of N extends to the representation (G,T ) of M .
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Remark 4. Suppose N is an even-cut matroid that is a minor of a matroid M . Then M is an

even-cut matroid if and only if some graft representation of N extends to M .

4.1. A bad example. In light of the similarities between Remark 2 and Remark 4 it is natural to

wonder if the strategy outlined in Section 2, can be used to check if a 3-connected binary matroidM

is an even-cut matroid. Namely, we would find e such that N = M/e or N = M \ e is 3-connected.

We would then, recursively, find all graft representations of N (up to equivalence) and then check

which of these representations extend to M . Alas, this does not lead to a polynomial-time algorithm

as we can have an exponential number of pairwise inequivalent representations as we illustrate next.

(G, T ) (G′, T ′)

FIGURE 2. Shuffle.

Consider a graft (G,T ) where T = {t1, t2, t3, t4}. Suppose that we have a partition P1, . . . , Pn

of EG and for every i ∈ [n], we have ∂G(Pi) = T . Note that we can construct an example where

n = O(|EG|) and ecut(G,T ) is 3-connected. For every i ∈ [n], let Gi = G|Pi. Pick I ⊆ [n]

and for every i ∈ I , let G′i be a graph constructed from Gi by relabelling the terminals in one of

three possible ways: (i) interchange the labels of t1 and t2 and interchange the labels of t3 and t4,

(ii) interchange the labels of t1 and t3 and interchange the labels of t2 and t4, (iii) interchange the

labels of t1 and t4 and interchange the labels of t2 and t3. Now, let G′ be obtained by identifying

vertices t1 (resp. t2, t3, t4) in each of G′i for i ∈ [n]. We say that (G,T ) and (G′, T ) are related

by shuffling. We illustrate this in Figure 2. It can be readily checked ([18] p. 28 and [11]) that

ecut(G,T ) = ecut(G′, T ). It is now straightforward to see that we can have an exponential number

of inequivalent graft representations all related by shuffling.

5. THE TROUBLEMAKERS: PINCH-GRAPHIC AND PINCH-COGRAPHIC MATROIDS

5.1. Pinch-graphic matroids. Recall that a matroid M is pinch-graphic if its circuits are precisely

the inclusion-wise minimal non-empty even-cycles of a signed-graph (G,Σ) with a blocking pair.
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We say that (G,Σ) is a blocking pair representation ofM . If a signed-graph has a blocking pair then

so does every minor. In particular, the class of pinch-graphic matroids is minor-closed. Observe that

the donuts defined in Section 3.2 all have a blocking pair. Hence, pinch-graphic matroids can have

an exponential number of pairwise inequivalent blocking pair representations. This in stark contrast

with even-cycle matroids that are not pinch-graphic as the next result illustrates,

Theorem 5. There exists a constant c such that every even-cycle matroid that is not pinch-graphic

has fewer than c pairwise inequivalent signed-graph representations.

This result will be the basis for the recognition algorithm for even-cycle matroids. We will prove

Theorem 5 in Section 7.

5.2. Pinch-cographic matroids. A matroid M is pinch-cographic if its circuits are precisely the

inclusion-wise minimal non-empty even-cuts of a graft (G,T ) where |T | ≤ 4. We say that (G,T ) is

a T4-representation of the pinch-cographic matroid M . If a graft has at most four terminals then so

does every minor. In particular, the class of pinch-cographic matroids is minor-closed. Observe that

for the shuffling operation defined in Section 4.1, we have four terminals, i.e. a T4-representation.

Hence, pinch-cographic matroids can have an exponential number of pairwise inequivalent T4-

representations. This in stark contrast with even-cut matroids that are not pinch-cographic as the

next result illustrates,

Theorem 6. There exists a constant c such that every even-cut matroid that is not pinch-cographic

has fewer than c pairwise inequivalent graft representations.

This result will be the basis for the recognition algorithm for even-cut matroid. We will prove

Theorem 6 in Section 8.

Finally, we describe the relation between pinch-graphic and pinch-cographic matroids.

Proposition 7 ([18], page 26). The dual of a pinch-graphic matroid is a pinch-cographic matroid

and the dual of a pinch-cographic matroid is a pinch-graphic matroid.

If [I|A] is a 0, 1 matrix representation of a binary matroid, then
[
A>|I

]
is a 0, 1 matrix representation

of its dual. Thus a polynomial time algorithm to check if a binary matroid is pinch-graphic can be

used to check in polynomial time if a binary matroid is pinch-cographic.

6. 2-SEPARATIONS IN EVEN-CYCLE AND EVEN-CUT MATROIDS

6.1. Connectivity function. Recall that for a matroid M the connectivity function takes X ⊆ EM
as input and returns λM (X) := rM (X) + rM (EM − X) − r(M). In this section we wish to

specialize this function to the case of even-cycle and even-cut matroids. Given a graph H we denote
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by κ(H) the number of components of H . A signed-graph is bipartite if it has no odd cycle. Given

a signed-graph (G,Σ) we define,

p[(G,Σ)] :=

0 if (G,Σ) is bipartite

1 otherwise.

Proposition 8 ([10], Lemma 26). Consider an even-cycle matroidM with a non-bipartite connected

signed-graph representation (G,Σ). Let X,Y be a partition of EM where X,Y are non-empty.

Then

λM (X) = |∂G(X)| − κ(G|X)− κ(G|Y ) + p[(G,Σ) \X] + p[(G,Σ) \ Y ].

A graft is eulerian if it has no odd cut. Given a graft (G,T ) we define,

q[(G,T )] :=

0 if (G,T ) is eulerian

1 otherwise.

Proposition 9 ([11]). Consider an even-cut matroid M with a non-eulerian connected graft repre-

sentation (G,T ). Let X,Y be a partition of EM where X,Y are non-empty. Then

λM (X) = |∂G(X)| − κ(G|X)− κ(G|Y ) + q[(G,T )/X] + q[(G,T )/Y ].

6.2. Auxiliary graph. Consider a graph G and a set X ⊆ EG where X 6= ∅ and X 6= EG. We

define the auxiliary graph H for the pair G and X as follows: H is bipartite with bipartition U,W

where vertices in U correspond to components ofG|X and vertices inW correspond to components

in G|(EG−X). For every v ∈ ∂G(X) we have an edge ev of H with endpoints u ∈ U and w ∈W
where u corresponds to the unique component ofG|X containing v and w corresponds to the unique

component of G|(EG−X) containing v. We give an example in Figure 3. For each of (i), (ii), (iii)

we have the auxiliary graph H on top and G where the non-shaded region correspond to edges in X

on the bottom.

1 2 51

4

3

2

2

3

4

1 51 2

213

1 32

(i) (ii) (iii)

r

r
r

s

FIGURE 3. Auxiliary graph

Let us restate Proposition 8 in terms of auxiliary graph,
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Proposition 10. Consider an even-cycle matroid M with a non-bipartite connected signed-graph

representation (G,Σ). Let X,Y be a partition of EM where X,Y are non-empty. Denote by H the

auxiliary graph for the pair G and X . Then

|EH| = |V H|+ λM (X)− p[(G,Σ) \X]− p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] ≥ |V H| − 1.

Proof. Note that |V H| = κ(G|X) + κ(G|Y ) and |EH| = |∂G(X)|. Hence, Proposition 8 implies

that,

λM (X) = |EH| − |V H|+ p[(G,Σ) \X] + p[(G,Σ) \ Y ].

Finally, as G is connected, so is H . Thus |EH| ≥ |V H| − 1 and the result follows. �

Similarly, we can restate Proposition 9 in terms of auxiliary graph,

Proposition 11. Consider an even-cut matroid M with a non-eulerian connected graft representa-

tion (G,T ). Let X,Y be a partition of EM where X,Y are non-empty. Denote by H the auxiliary

graph for the pair G and X . Then

|EH| = |V H|+ λM (X)− q[(G,Σ)/X]− q[(G,Σ)/Y ] ≥ |V H| − 1.

We omit the proof as it is similar to that of Proposition 10.

A graph obtained from two disjoint polygons C1, C2 by identifying a vertex of C1 with a vertex

of C2 is a double ear. A graph that consists of three internally disjoint ab-paths P1, P2, P3 (all

vertices except a, b have degree two) is a theta. The auxiliary graph in Figure 3(i) is a double ear,

and the auxiliary graphs in Figure 3(ii), (iii) are thetas.

Remark 12. If H is a 2-edge-connected graph where |EH| = |V H| + 1 then H is a theta or a

double ear.

6.3. Completion. Let M be a connected matroid and let X be a 2-separation of M . Then M =

M1 ⊕2 M2 for some matroids M1,M2 where X = EM1 − EM2 [20] (2.6). We would like to

describe how M1 and M2 arise from the separation X for the case of binary matroids.

We first require the following folklore observation,

Proposition 13. Let M be a matroid with matrix representation A and let X ⊆ EM . We denote by

〈X〉 the vector space spanned by the columns of A indexed by X . Then

λM (X) = dim [〈X〉 ∩ 〈EM −X〉] .

Let M be a binary matroid with matrix representation A and let X be a 2-separation of M . Then

λM (X) = 1. It follows from Proposition 13 that dim [〈X〉 ∩ 〈EM −X〉] = 1. Thus there exists a

unique non-zero 0, 1 vector p for which 〈p〉 = 〈X〉 ∩ 〈EM −X〉. Let A+ be obtained from matrix

A by adding column p and let N be the binary matroid represented by matrix A+. Then N is the

completion of M with respect to X .
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Proposition 14. Let M be a binary matroid with a 2-separation X . Let N be the completion of M

with respect to X . Then M = (N \X)⊕2 (N \ EM −X).

Proof. LetM1 = N \X andM2 = N \EM−X . Denote by Ω the unique element inEM1∩EM2.

It suffices to show that the following statements are equivalent,

(1) C is a circuit of M where C ∩X,C −X 6= ∅,
(2) C = C1 ∆C2 where for i = 1, 2, Ci is a circuit of Mi using Ω.

LetA denote the 0, 1 matrix representation ofN . Suppose (1) holds. Let p =
∑

(Aj : j ∈ C∩X) =∑
(Aj : j ∈ C−X). Then ∅ 6= p ∈ 〈X〉∩〈EM−X〉 and thus p = AΩ. Hence, C1 = (C∩X)∪Ω

is a circuit of M1 and C2 = (C −X)∪Ω is circuit of M2 satisfying (2). 3 Suppose (2) holds. Then∑
(Aj : j ∈ C ∩X) =

∑
(Aj : j ∈ C −X) = AΩ. Thus

∑
(Aj : j ∈ C) = 0, i.e. C is a cycle of

M . As C1, C2 are circuits so is C. As AΩ 6= 0 we have C ∩X,C −X 6= ∅, i.e. (1) holds. �

The following straightforward observation will allow us to construct completions,

Remark 15. Let M be a binary matroid with a 2-separation X . Let N be a binary matroid where

M = N \Ω for some Ω that is not a loop of N . If we have cycles C and D of N where Ω ∈ C ∩D
and C ⊆ X ∪ Ω, D ⊆ (EM −X) ∪ Ω then N is the completion of M with respect to X .

6.4. Examples of 2-sums. Here we apply Proposition 14 to even-cycle and even-cut matroids.

Proposition 16. Let M = ecycle(G,Σ) with a 2-separation X and let Y = EM − X . Suppose

that p[(G,Σ) \ X] = p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] = 1. Let (G1,Σ1) be obtained from (G,Σ) \ Y by adding

an odd loop Ω and let (G2,Σ2) be obtained from (G,Σ) \ X by adding an odd loop Ω. Then

M = ecycle(G1,Σ1)⊕2 ecycle(G2,Σ2).

Proof. Let (H,Γ) be the signed-graph obtained from (G,Σ) by adding an odd loop Ω. Note, Ω is not

a loop of ecycle(H,Γ) as Ω ∈ Γ. Since (G,Σ)\X and (G,Σ)\Y are non-bipartite there exists odd

polygons C1 ⊆ Y and C2 ⊆ X . Then C1 ∪Ω and C2 ∪Ω are even-cycles of (H,Γ). By Remark 15

ecycle(H,Γ) is the completion ofM with respect toX . By Proposition 14,M = (N\Y )⊕2(N\X).

Moreover,N\Y = ecycle(H,Γ)\Y = ecycle(G1,Σ1) and similarly,N\X = ecycle(G2,Σ2). �

In Proposition 16 we say that (G,Σ) is obtained from (G1,Σ1) and (G2,Σ2) by summing on a loop.

Proposition 17. Let M = ecycle(G,Σ) with a 2-separation X and let Y = EM − X . Suppose

that p[(G,Σ)\Y ] = 1, p[(G,Σ)\X] = 0 thatG\X ,G\Y are connected and that ∂G(X) = {a, b}
where a, b are distinct vertices. Then we may assume, after possibly resigning, that Σ ⊆ X . Let

G1 (resp. G2) be obtained from G \ Y (resp. G \ X) by adding edge Ω = (a, b). Then M =

ecycle(G1,Σ)⊕2 cycle(G2).

3For a set A and element of the ground set a we write A ∪ a for A ∪ {a} and write A− a for A− {a}.
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Proof. As p[(G,Σ) \ X] = 0 we may assume Σ ⊆ X . Let (H,Σ) be the signed-graph obtained

from (G,Σ) by adding edge Ω = (a, b). Note, Ω is not a loop of ecycle(H,Σ) as it is not a loop

of H . Since (G,Σ) \ Y is connected and non-bipartite, there exists an {a, b}-join J of G \ Y
where |J ∩ Σ| is even. Since G \ X is connected there exists an ab-path P of G \ X . Then

J ∪ Ω and P ∪ Ω are even cycles of (H,Σ). It follows by Remark 15 that ecycle(H,Σ) is the

completion of M with respect to X . By Proposition 14, M = (N \ Y ) ⊕2 (N \ X). Moreover,

N \ Y = ecycle(H,Σ) \ Y = ecycle(G1,Σ) and N \X = ecycle(H,Σ) \X = cycle(G2). �

In Proposition 17 we say that (G,Σ) is obtained from (G1,Σ) and G2 by summing on an edge.

In a graft (G,T ) an edge e is a pin with head v if e has an endpoint v ∈ T where v has degree 1.

By adding a pin e to a graft (G,T ) we mean adding a pendent edge e = (u, v) to G (where v

denotes the vertex of degree 1) and replacing the set of terminals by T ∆{u, v}. Consider a graph G

and let α be a subset of edges that are either incident to a fixed vertex w or contained in loops. Let

G′ be obtained from G by replacing w with vertices w′ and w′′ such that (i) edges in α∩ δG(w) are

incident to w′, (ii) edges in δG(w) − α are incident to w′′, and (iii) loops of G in α are joining w′

and w′′. Then G′ is obtained from G by splitting w according α. If in addition to (i)-(iii) we add an

edge Ω = (w′, w′′) then the resulting graph is obtained from G by uncontracting Ω at w according

to α. Next we state the analogue of propositions 16 and 17 for even-cuts.

Proposition 18. Let M = ecut(G,T ) with a 2-separation X and let Y = EM − X . Suppose

that q[(G,T )/X] = q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1. Let (G1, T1) be obtained from (G,T )/Y by adding a pin Ω

and let (G2, T2) be obtained from (G,T )/X by adding a pin Ω. Then M = ecut(G1, T1) ⊕2

ecut(G2, T2).

Proof. Let (H,R) be the graft obtained from (G,T ) by adding a pin Ω. Note, Ω is not a loop of

ecut(H,R) as Ω is a pin. There exist odd cuts C1 and C2 of (G,T )/Y and (G,T )/X respectively.

Then C1 ∪ Ω and C2 ∪ Ω are even-cuts of (H,R). By Remark 15, ecut(H,R) is the completion

of M with respect to X . By Proposition 14, M = (N \ Y ) ⊕2 (N \ X). Moreover, N \ Y =

ecut(H,R) \ Y = ecut ((H,R)/Y ) = ecut(G1, T1). Similarly, N \X = ecut(G2, T2). �

In Proposition 18 we say that (G,T ) is obtained from (G1, T1) and (G2, T2) by summing on a pin.

Note, cut(G) denotes the cographic matroid corresponding to graph G.

Proposition 19. Let M = ecut(G,T ) with a 2-separation X and let Y = EM −X . Suppose that

q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1, q[(G,T )/X] = 0 that G \ X , G \ Y are connected and that ∂G(X) = {a, b}
where a, b are distinct vertices. Then T ⊆ V (G|X) and let G1 (resp. G2) be obtained from G \ Y
(resp. G \X) by adding an edge Ω with endpoints a, b. Then M = ecut(G1, T )⊕2 cut(G2).

Proof. As q[(G,T )/X] = 0 we have T ⊆ V (G|X). Let H be obtained from G by uncontracting Ω

at a according to X ∩ δG(a) where Ω has endpoints a, a′ in H and a is incident to X ∩ δG(a) and a′
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is incident to δG(a)∩Y . SinceG\X andG\Y are connected Ω is not a bridge ofH , in particular, Ω

is not a loop of ecut(H,T ). Since (G,T )/Y is non-eulerian, there exists an even cut C1 ⊆ X ∪ Ω

of (H,T ) where Ω ∈ C1. There exists a cut C2 ⊆ Y ∪ Ω of H where Ω ∈ C2. Note, C2 is a

T -even cut as T ⊆ V (G|X). It follows by Remark 15 that ecut(H,T ) is the completion of M . By

Proposition 14, M = (N \ Y )⊕2 (N \X). Moreover, N \ Y = ecut ((H,T )/Y ) = ecut(G1, T )

and N \X = ecut ((H,T )/X) = cut(G2). �

In Proposition 19 we say that (G,T ) is obtained from (G1, T1) and G2 by summing on an edge.

7. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 5

7.1. The 3-connected case. A binary matroid is minimally non-pinch-graphic if it is not pinch-

graphic, but every proper minor is. A binary matroid is minimally non-pinch-cographic if it is not

pinch-cographic, but every proper minor is. Minor-closed classes of binary matroids are well-quasi

ordered [5]. Hence,

Theorem 20. There exists a constant c, such that every minimally non-pinch-graphic (resp. mini-

mally non-pinch-cographic) matroid has at most c elements.

For a matroid N , let λ1(N) denote the number of connected components of N . Now N can be

constructed from a collection Λ2(N) of 3-connected matroids by 1-sum and 2-sum. Cunningham

and Edmonds [2] showed that Λ2(N) is unique up to isomorphism. Let λ2(N) be the number of

matroids in Λ2(N).

Theorem 21 (Lemos and Oxley [16]). Let N be a non-empty matroid and M be a minor-minimal

3-connected matroid havingN as a minor. Then |EM |−|EN | ≤ 22 (λ1(N)− 1)+5 (λ2(N)− 1).

The relation “(G,Σ) is equivalent to (G′,Σ′)” defines an equivalence relation. Hence, for an even-

cycle matroidM , the set of signed-graph representations can be partitioned into equivalence classes.

Theorem 22 (Guenin, Pivotto, and Wollan [10]). Let M be a 3-connected matroid and let N be a

3-connected minor of M that is not pinch-graphic. Then there exists a matroid Ñ isomorphic to N

that is a minor of M such that for every equivalence class F of Ñ , the set of extensions of F to M

is the union of at most two equivalence classes.

Given a binary matroid M we denote by f(M) the number of pairwise inequivalent signed-graph

representations of M (thus M is an even-cycle matroid exactly when f(M) ≥ 1).

Let us now restate and prove Theorem 5 assuming 3-connectivity.

Theorem 23. There exists a constant d such that for every 3-connected even-cycle matroid M that

is not pinch-graphic, f(M) ≤ d.
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Proof. Since M is not pinch-graphic, it has a minor N that is minimally non-pinch-graphic. By

Theorem 20, |EN | ≤ c for some constant c. In particular, λ1(N), λ2(N) ≤ c. Let N ′ be a minor-

minimal matroid with the following properties:

(a) N ′ is 3-connected,

(b) N is a minor of N ′ and

(c) N ′ is a minor of M .

Since M = N ′ satisfies (a)-(c), N ′ is well-defined. By Theorem 21,

|EN ′| ≤ c+ 22(c− 1) + 5(c− 1) ≤ 28c.

Thus N ′ has a constant number, say c′, of equivalence classes. It follows by Theorem 22 that there

are at most 2c′ equivalence classes for M , i.e. f(M) ≤ 2c′ =: d as required. �

7.2. The general case. Because of Theorem 23 and the fact that every matroid M can be con-

structed from a collection of 3-connected matroids by 1-sum and 2-sum, it will suffice to prove

propositions 25 and 27. Consider an even-cycle matroid M and a set X ⊆ EG where X 6= ∅ and

X 6= EG. A connected signed-graph representation (G,Σ) of M is extremal for X if among all

connected signed-graph representations of M that are equivalent to (G,Σ), the auxiliary graph for

G and X has fewest number of vertices. (Note that if (G,Σ) is a signed-graph representation of M

then there is an equivalent signed-graph representation that is connected.)

We leave the following as an easy exercise,

Remark 24. Let (G,Σ) be an extremal signed-graph representation of an even-cycle matroidM for

some X ⊆ EM . Then the auxiliary graph H for G and X is 2-edge-connected unless H consists

of two vertices joined by a single edge.

Proposition 25. IfM = M1⊕1M2 for some binary matroidsM1,M2 whereM is not graphic then

f(M) ≤ max{f(M1), f(M2)}.

Proof. Define X = EM1 and Y = EM2. Then M1 = M \ Y , M2 = M \ X and λM (X) = 0.

Since M is not graphic at least one of M1 or M2 is not graphic. Thus we may assume M1 is not

graphic. Let (G,Σ) be a signed-graph representation of M that is extremal for X . Then (G,Σ) \ Y
is a representation of M1. In particular, as M1 is not graphic, (G,Σ) \ Y is not bipartite, i.e.

p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] = 1. Let H denote the auxiliary graph for G and X . Then by Proposition 10,

|EH| = |V H| − p[(G,Σ) \X]− p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] ≥ |V H| − 1.

Hence, (i) |EH| = |V H| − 1 and (ii) p[(G,Σ) \X] = 0. By (i) and Remark 24 we have |V H| = 2

and |EH| = 1, i.e. G \X , G \ Y are connected and share exactly one vertex in G. By (ii) we may

assume Σ ⊆ X and M2 = cycle(G \ X). Let (G′,Σ′) be any other signed-graph representation

of M that is extremal for X . Then we may assume that Σ′ ⊆ X and M2 = cycle(G′ \ X). Then
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G \X and G′ \X are equivalent by Theorem 1. It follows that (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) are equivalent

if and only if (G,Σ) \ Y and (G′,Σ′) \ Y are equivalent. Hence, f(M) = f(M1). �

The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1,

Remark 26. Suppose that (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) have the same even-cycles and that some edge e is

an odd loop of both (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′). Then (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) are equivalent.

Proposition 27. IfM = M1⊕2M2 for some binary matroidsM1,M2 whereM is not pinch-graphic

then

f(M) ≤ max{f(M1), f(M2)}.

Proof. Denote by Ω the unique element in EM1 ∩ EM2 and let X = EM1 − Ω, Y = EM2 − Ω.

We have λM (X) = 1. Let (G,Σ) be a signed-graph representation of M that is extremal for X . Let

H denote the auxiliary graph for G and X . Then by Proposition 10

(?) |EH| = |V H|+ 1− p[(G,Σ) \X]− p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] ≥ |V H| − 1.

Claim 1. p[(G,Σ) \X] + p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] ≥ 1.

Subproof. Otherwise, by (?), we have |EH| = |V H| + 1. (G,Σ) is extremal for X . Thus, by

Remark 24, H is 2-edge-connected. Remark 12 implies that H is a theta or a double ear. Consider

first the case where H is a theta formed by st-paths P1, P2, P3. As (G,Σ) is extremal for X and

since H is bipartite, either (a) for j = 1, 2, 3, Pj consists of one edge, or (b) for j = 1, 2, 3, Pj

consists of two edges. Case (a) is illustrated in Figure 3(ii) and case (b) is illustrated in Figure 3(iii).

For both cases we may assume after resigning that Σ = δG(r)∩X where r is denoted in the figures.

Hence, M is pinch-graphic, a contradiction (in fact, M is graphic). Consider the case where H is

a double ear formed by polygons C1, C2. As (G,Σ) is extremal for X , C1 and C2 each consist

of two parallel edges. This case is illustrated in Figure 3(a). We may assume after resigning that

Σ = [δG(r)∪ δG(s)]∩X where X is the non-shaded region and r, s are indicated in the figure. But

then (G,Σ) has a blocking pair and M is pinch-graphic, a contradiction. ♦

Claim 2. Suppose p[(G,Σ) \X] = 0 and p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] = 1. Then we may assume that Σ ⊆ X .

Moreover, M1 = ecycle(G1,Σ), M2 = cycle(G2) where (G,Σ) is obtained from (G1,Σ) and G2

by a summing on edge Ω. In particular, M2 is graphic.

Subproof. By (?), |EH| = |V H| and by Remark 24 H is a 2-connected graph with exactly one

polygon. Since (G,Σ) is extremal for X we have |V H| = |EH| = 2, i.e. G \ X , G \ Y are

connected and share exactly two vertices, say u, v in G. Then the result holds by Proposition 17. ♦

Claim 3. Suppose p[(G,Σ) \ X] = p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] = 1. Then M1 = ecycle(G1,Σ1), M2 =

ecycle(G2,Σ2) where (G,Σ) is obtained from (G1,Σ1) and (G2,Σ2) by a summing on loop Ω.
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Subproof. By (?), |EH| = |V H| − 1 and by Remark 24 we have |V H| = 2 and |EH| = 1,

i.e. G \ X , G \ Y are connected and share exactly one vertex in G. Then the result holds by

Proposition 16. ♦

M1 andM2 are not both graphic for otherwise so wouldM , a contradiction. It follows from Claim 2

that we cannot have extremal representations (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) of M with p[(G,Σ) \ X] = 0,

p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] = 1 and p[(G′,Σ′) \ X] = 1, p[(G′,Σ′) \ Y ] = 0. We may assume that M1 is not

graphic. Hence, because of Claim 1 (G,Σ) is of one of the following types,

Type 1. p[(G,Σ) \X] = 0 and p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] = 1 or

Type 2. p[(G,Σ) \X] = 1 and p[(G,Σ) \ Y ] = 1.

Let h1 (resp. h2) denote the number of inequivalent representations of M1 with a non-loop Ω (resp.

loop Ω). Let f1 (resp. f2) denote the number of inequivalent Type 1 (resp. Type 2) representations

of M . Note, f(M) = f1 + f2 and f(M1) = h1 + h2.

Claim 4. f1 ≤ h1.

Subproof. Consider Type I representations (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) ofM . Then (G,Σ) is obtained from

(G1,Σ) and G2 by a summing on edge Ω and (G′,Σ′) is obtained from (G′1,Σ
′) and G′2 by a

summing on edge Ω. As M2 = cycle(G2) = cycle(G′2) it follows from Theorem 1 that G2 and G′2
are equivalent. It follows that (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) are equivalent if and only if (G1,Σ) and (G′1,Σ

′)

are equivalent. The result follows. ♦

Claim 5. f2 ≤ h2.

Subproof. Consider Type 2 representations (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) of M . Then (G,Σ) is obtained

from (G1,Σ1) and (G2,Σ2) by a summing on loop Ω and (G′,Σ′) is obtained from (G′1,Σ
′
1) and

(G′2,Σ
′
2) by a summing on loop Ω. It follows from Remark 26 that (G1,Σ1) and (G′1,Σ

′
1) are equiv-

alent and also that (G2,Σ2) and (G′2,Σ
′
2) are equivalent. Thus (G,Σ) and (G′,Σ′) are equivalent.

It follows that f2 ≤ 1 and clearly, f2 = 0 if h2 = 0. ♦

Then f(M) = f1 + f2 ≤ h1 + h2 = f(M1) as required. �

8. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 6

The relation “(G,T ) is equivalent to (G′, T ′)” defines an equivalence relation. Hence, for an

even-cut matroid M , the set of graft representations can be partitioned into equivalence classes.

Theorem 28 (Guenin, Pivotto [11], [18]). Let M be a 3-connected matroid and let N be a 3-

connected minor of M that is not pinch-cographic. Then there exists a matroid Ñ isomorphic to N

that is a minor of M such that for every equivalence class F of Ñ , the set of extensions of F to M

is the union of at most two equivalence classes.
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Given a binary matroid M we denote by g(M) the number of pairwise inequivalent graft represen-

tations of M (thus M is an even-cut matroid exactly when g(M) ≥ 1).

Theorem 29. There exists a constant d such that for every 3-connected even-cut matroid M that is

not pinch-cographic, g(M) ≤ d.

The proof is nearly identical to that of Theorem 23. It suffices to replace in that proof, pinch-graphic

by pinch-cographic, and Theorem 22 by Theorem 28.

8.1. The general case. Since every matroidM can be constructed from a collection of 3-connected

matroids by 1-sum and 2-sum, it will suffice to prove propositions 30 and 32. Consider an even-cut

matroid M and a set X ⊆ EG where X 6= ∅ and X 6= EG. A connected graft representation

(G,T ) of M is extremal for X if among all connected graft representations of M that are equivalent

to (G,T ), the auxiliary graph for G and X has fewest number of vertices. (Note that if (G,T ) is a

graft representation of M then there is an equivalent graft representation that is connected.)

Proposition 30. If M = M1 ⊕1 M2 for some binary matroids M1,M2 where M is not cographic

then

g(M) ≤ max{g(M1), g(M2)}.

Proof. Define X = EM1 and Y = EM2. Then M1 = M \ Y , M2 = M \ X and λM (X) = 0.

Since M is not cographic we may assume M1 is not cographic. Let (G,T ) be a graft representation

of M that is extremal for X . Then (G,T )/Y is a representation of M1. In particular, as M1 is not

cographic, (G,T )/Y is not eulerian, i.e. q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1. Let H denote the auxiliary graph for G

and X . Then by Proposition 11,

|EH| = |V H| − q[(G,Σ)/X]− q[(G,Σ)/Y ] ≥ |V H| − 1.

Hence, (i) |EH| = |V H| − 1 and (ii) q[(G,Σ)/X] = 0. By (i) and since (G,T ) is extremal for

X , we have |V H| = 2 and |EH| = 1, i.e. G/X , G/Y are connected and share exactly one vertex

in G. By (ii) we may assume T ⊆ V (G|X) and M2 = cut(G/X). Let (G′, T ′) be any other

graft representation of M that is extremal for X . Then we may assume that T ′ ⊆ V (G|X) and

M2 = cut(G′/X). Then cut(G/X) = cut(G′/X) or equivalently, cycle(G/X) = cut(G′/X).

It follows by Theorem 1 that G/X and G′/X are equivalent. Hence, (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) are

equivalent if and only if (G,T )/Y and (G′, T ′)/Y are equivalent. Thus, g(M) = g(M1). �

The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1,

Remark 31. Suppose that (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) have the same even-cuts and that some edge e is an

pin of both (G,T ) and (G′, T ′). Then (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) are equivalent.
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Proposition 32. If M = M1 ⊕2 M2 for some binary matroids M1,M2 where M is not pinch-

cographic then

g(M) ≤ max{g(M1), g(M2)}.

Proof. Denote by Ω the unique element in EM1 ∩ EM2 and let X = EM1 − Ω, Y = EM2 − Ω.

We have λM (X) = 1. Let (G,T ) be a graft representation of M that is extremal for X . Let H

denote the auxiliary graph for G and X . Then by Proposition 11

(?) |EH| = |V H|+ 1− q[(G,T )/X]− q[(G,T )/Y ] ≥ |V H| − 1.

Claim 1. q[(G,T )/X] + q[(G,T )/Y ] ≥ 1.

Subproof. Otherwise, by (?), we have, |EH| = |V H| + 1. Because (G,T ) is extremal for X , H

is 2-edge-connected. Remark 12 implies that H is a theta or a double ear. Consider first the case

where H is a theta formed by st-paths P1, P2, P3. As (G,T ) is extremal for X and since H is

bipartite, either (a) for j = 1, 2, 3, Pj consists of one edge, or (b) for j = 1, 2, 3, Pj consists of

two edges. Case (a) is illustrated in Figure 3(ii) and case (b) is illustrated in Figure 3(iii). Since

q[(G,T )/X] = q[(G,T )/Y ] = 0 we have T ⊆ ∂G(X). As M is not pinch-cographic, |T | ≥ 6.

Thus (a) cannot occur and if (b) occurs then T = ∂G(X). For (b) we may assume that X is the

non-shaded region in the figure. But then (G,T )/X has two terminals, contradicting the fact that

(G,T )/X is eulerian. Consider the case where H is a double ear formed by polygons C1, C2. As

(G,T ) is extremal for X , C1 and C2 each consist of two parallel edges. This case is illustrated in

Figure 3(a). As in the previous case we must have T ⊆ ∂G(X). Hence, |T | ≤ 4 and in particular,

M is pinch-cographic, a contradiction. ♦

Claim 2. Suppose q[(G,T )/X] = 0 and q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1 then we may assume that T ⊆ V (G|X).

Moreover, M1 = ecut(G1, T ), M2 = cut(G2) where (G,T ) is obtained from (G1, T ) and G2 by a

summing on edge Ω. In particular, M2 is cographic.

Subproof. By (?), |EH| = |V H| and H is a connected graph with exactly one polygon. Since

(G,T ) is extremal for X we have |V H| = |EH| = 2, i.e. G \X , G \ Y are connected and share

exactly two vertices, say u, v in G. Then the result holds by Proposition 19. ♦

Claim 3. Suppose q[(G,T )/X] = q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1. ThenM1 = ecut(G1, T1),M2 = ecut(G2, T2)

where (G,T ) is obtained from (G1, T1) and (G2, T2) by a summing on pin Ω.

Subproof. By (?), |EH| = |V H|−1 and sinceH is connectedH is a tree. Since (G,T ) is extremal

for X we have |V H| = 2 and |EH| = 1, i.e. G \ X , G \ Y are connected and share exactly one

vertex in G. Then the result holds by Proposition 18. ♦

M1 and M2 are not both cographic for otherwise so would M , a contradiction. It follows from

Claim 2 that we cannot have extremal representations (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) ofM with q[(G,T )/X] =
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0, q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1 and q[(G′, T ′)/X] = 1, q[(G′, T ′)/Y ] = 0. We may assume that M1 is not

cographic. Hence, because of Claim 1 (G,T ) is of one of the following types,

Type 1. q[(G,T )/X] = 0 and q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1 or

Type 2. q[(G,T )/X] = 1 and q[(G,T )/Y ] = 1.

Let h1 (resp. h2) denote the number of inequivalent representations of M1 with a non-pin Ω (resp.

pin Ω). Let g1 (resp. g2) denote the number of inequivalent Type 1 (resp. Type 2) representations of

M . Note, g(M) = g1 + g2 and f(M1) = h1 + h2.

Claim 4. g1 ≤ h1.

Subproof. Consider Type I representations (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) ofM . Then (G,T ) is obtained from

(G1, T ) and G2 by a summing on edge Ω and (G′, T ′) is obtained from (G′1, T
′) and G′2 by a

summing on edge Ω. As M2 = cut(G2) = cut(G′2), or equivalently, cycle(G2) = cycle(G′2), it

follows from Theorem 1 that G2 and G′2 are equivalent. Thus (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) are equivalent if

and only if (G1, T ) and (G′1, T
′) are equivalent. The result follows. ♦

Claim 5. g2 ≤ h2.

Subproof. Consider Type 2 representations (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) ofM . Then (G,T ) is obtained from

(G1, T1) and (G2, T2) by a summing on a pin Ω and (G′, T ′) is obtained from (G′1, T
′
1) and (G′2, T

′
2)

by a summing on pin Ω. It follows from Remark 31 that (G1, T1) and (G′1, T
′
1) are equivalent and

also that (G2, T2) and (G′2, T
′
2) are equivalent. Thus (G,T ) and (G′, T ′) are equivalent. It follows

that g2 ≤ 1 and clearly, g2 = 0 if h2 = 0. ♦

Then g(M) = g1 + g2 ≤ h1 + h2 = g(M1) as required. �

9. DECISION PROBLEMS ON GRAFTS AND SIGNED-GRAPHS

In this section we describe two polynomially solvable decision problems that will be used in in

the recognition algorithm for even-cycle (resp. even-cut) matroids.

We will make repeated use of the following observation,

Remark 33. Let M,N be binary matroids with the same ground set E and let e ∈ E.

(a) If M \ e = N \ e and there exists a cycle C of both M,N where e ∈ C, then M = N .

(b) If M/e = N/e and there exists a cocycle D of both M,N where e ∈ D, then M = N .

Proof. (a) Let X ⊆ E such that e ∈ X . Then, X is a cycle of M (resp. N ) using e if and only

if X ∆C is a cycle of M (resp. N ) not using e. Since M and N have the same set of cycles not

using e, M and N have the same set of cycles using e. Hence, M and N have the same cycles and

M = N . (b) follows by applying (a) to the dual of M and N . �
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9.1. A decision problem on grafts. Consider the following decision problem:

(1) Given a graft is there an equivalent graft with at most two terminals?

We are given a graft (G,T ) and want to know if there exists an equivalent graft (G′, T ′) where

|T ′| ≤ 2. Note that the set of terminals of a graft is empty if and only if its T -joins are the cycles

of G. In particular, because of Theorem 1, if a graft has an empty set of terminals then so does

every equivalent graft. Hence, we may assume for problem (1) that T 6= ∅. Denote by A the matrix

obtained from the vertex-edge incidence matrix of G by adding a column t that is the characteristic

vector of the terminals T . Let M denote the binary matroid represented by matrix A. The matroid

M is known as the graft matroid of (G,T ). Its cycles are the cycles of G and the sets of the form

J ∪ t where J is a T -join of G. The following result is essentially in [19].

Proposition 34. Let (G,T ) be a graft with T 6= ∅ and let M be the graft matroid of (G,T ).

a. If M is not graphic then no graft equivalent to (G,T ) has two terminals,

b. If M = cycle(H) for some H define G′ = H \ t and denote by x, y the endpoints of edge t

in H . Then (G′, {x, y}) is equivalent to (G,T ).

Proof. (a) Suppose there exists a graft (G′, T ′) equivalent to (G,T ) where T ′ = {x, y}. Let H be

the graph obtained from G′ by adding edge t = (x, y). Then by Remark 33 (a), M = cycle(H) and

in particularM is graphic. (b) We haveM\t = cycle(H)\t = cycle(H\t) = cycle(G′). Moreover,

the matrix representation ofM \t is the vertex-edge incidence matrix ofG, henceM \t = cycle(G).

Thus cycle(G) = cycle(G′), and by Theorem 1, G and G′ are equivalent. Since M = cycle(H)

the cycles of M using t are of the form J ∪ t where J is an {x, y}-join of G′. Since M is the graft

matroid of (G,T ) the cycles of M using t are of the form J ∪ t where J is a T -join of G. Hence,

T -joins in G are {x, y}-joins in G′ and in particular, (G,T ) and (G′, {x, y}) are equivalent. �

Thus we can use the algorithm to check if a binary matroid is graphic to solve (1). We are requiring

here that such an algorithm returns a graph representation in case the matroid is graphic but this is

indeed the case for [24] for instance. Here is a related problem: Is there a polynomial algorithm to

check if, given a graft, there is an equivalent graft with at most 4 terminals? We believe the answer

is yes, but it would be nice to find a simple algorithm.

9.2. A decision problem on signed-graphs. Let (G,Σ) be a signed-graph. A vertex v ∈ V G is a

blocking vertex if every odd polygon of (G,Σ) uses v. Note, that v is a blocking vertex if and only

if there exists a signature Γ of (G,Σ) such that all edges of Γ are incident to v or are contained in

loops at v. Consider the following decision problem:

(2) Given a signed-graph is there an equivalent signed-graph with a blocking vertex?
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We are given a signed-graph (G,Σ) and we want to know if there exists an equivalent signed-graph

(G′,Σ) with a blocking vertex v. We may assume that G has no loop as removing loops does not

affect the answer to (2). The following result is essentially in [7].

Proposition 35. Let (G,Σ) be a loopless signed-graph, let G+ be obtained from G by adding a

loop Ω and let M = ecycle(G+,Σ ∪ Ω).

a. If M is not graphic then no signed-graph equivalent to (G,Σ) has a blocking vertex.

b. IfM = cycle(H) for someH defineG′ = G/Ω and denote by v the vertex ofG′ corresponding

to Ω. Then G′ is equivalent to G and v is a blocking vertex of (G′,Σ).

Proof. (a) Suppose some signed-graph (G′,Σ) equivalent to (G,Σ) has a blocking vertex v. Then

for some signature Γ of (G′,Σ) we have Γ ⊆ δG′(v). LetH be obtained fromG′ by uncontracting v

according to Γ where Ω is the new edge. Then by Remark 33 (b), M = cycle(H) and in particular,

M is graphic. (b) We have M/Ω = ecycle[(G+,Σ ∪ Ω)/Ω] = cycle(G+/Ω) = cycle(G). We also

have M/Ω = cycle(H/Ω) = cycle(G′). It follows by Theorem 1 that G and G′ are equivalent. Let

C be an odd polygon of (G,Σ). Then C ∪ Ω is an even-cycle of (G+,Σ ∪ Ω). Thus C ∪ Ω is a

polygon ofH and in particular, C uses vertex v ofG′. Hence, v is a blocking vertex as required. �

Thus we can use the algorithm to check if a binary matroid is graphic to solve (2). Here is a related

problem: Is there a polynomial algorithm to check if, given a signed-graph, there is an equivalent

signed-graph with at blocking pair? We believe the answer is yes, but it would be nice to find a

simple algorithm.

10. AN ALGORITHM FOR RECOGNIZING EVEN-CYCLE MATROIDS

10.1. Keeping track of representations. Here we characterize when a signed-graph representation

of an even-cycle matroid extends to a single element undeletion or uncontraction.

Proposition 36. Let M be a binary matroid, let e ∈ EM and let N = M \ e. Let C be a cycle

of M using e and let (G,Σ) be a signed-graph representation of N . Then (G,Σ) extends to a

representation (H,Γ) of M if and only if for some signature Σ′ of (G,Σ) we have Γ = Σ′ when

|C ∩ Σ′| is even and Γ = Σ′ ∪ e otherwise, and in addition either, (i) G|(C − e) has no odd degree

vertex in which case H is obtained from G by adding a loop e; or (ii) G|(C − e) has exactly two

odd degree vertices v, w in which case H is obtained from G by adding an edge e = (v, w).

Proof. (⇒) Suppose (H,Γ) extends the representation (G,Σ) to M . Then |C ∩ Γ| is even which

implies that Γ is as described. Moreover, G = H \ e and (i) occurs if e is a loop of H and (ii)

occurs if e is a not a loop of H . (⇐) By the choice of Γ we have |C ∩ Γ| is even. Moreover, by the

construction (i) or (ii) we obtain H where C is a cycle of H . Hence, C is an even-cycle of (H,Γ)

and Remark 33 (a) implies that M = ecycle(H,Γ). �
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Proposition 37. Let M be a binary matroid, let e ∈ EM and let N = M/e where N is non-

graphic. Let D be a cocycle of M using e and let (G,Σ) be a signed-graph representation of N .

Then (G,Σ) extends to a representation (H,Σ) of M if and only if either,

(i) there exists a signature Γ of (G,D − e), or

(ii) there exists a signature Γ of (G, [D − e] ∆ Σ),

where for (i), (ii) all edges of Γ are incident to some vertex v or contained in loops and for both

cases H is obtained from G by uncontracting e at v according to Γ.

Proof. (⇒) Suppose (G,Σ) extends to a representation (H,Σ) of M . Since N is non-graphic, e is

not an odd loop of (H,Σ) and since e is contained in the cocycle D, e is not a loop of M , that is, e

is not an even loop of (H,Σ). Denote by w one of the ends of e in H and let Γ = δH(w)− e.

Claim. Γ is a signature of (G,D − e) or of (G, [D − e] ∆ Σ).

Subproof. Since D is a cocycle of M , D is a cut of H or a signature of (H,Σ) [18]. Thus there

exists D′ ∈ {D,D∆ Σ} that is a cut of H with e ∈ D′. Then, Γ is a signature of (G,D′ − e) as

Γ ∆(D′ − e) = δH(w) ∆D′ is a cut of H avoiding e so is a cut of G. ♦

Let v be the vertex of G obtained by contracting e from H . The edges of Γ are incident to v. Finally

observe that H is obtained from G by uncontracting e at v according to Γ. (⇐) Suppose H is

obtained from G by uncontracting e at v according to Γ. Then Γ∪ e = δH(w) where w denotes one

of the endpoints of e inH . If Γ is a signature of (G,D−e) thenD is a cut ofH . If Γ is a signature of

(G, [D− e] ∆ Σ) then D is a signature of (H,Σ). In both cases D is a cocycle of ecycle(H,Σ) [18]

and by Remark 33 (b), M = ecycle(H,Σ), i.e. (H,Σ) extends the representation (G,Σ) to M . �

10.2. Equivalence classes. In our algorithm we will keep track of signed-graph representations up

to equivalence only. As a result we shall require the following two results,

Proposition 38 ([10] Lemma 12). Let N be an even-cycle matroid and let F be an equivalence

class of signed-graph representations of N . Let M be a binary matroid with a non-coloop e ∈ EM
for which N = M \ e. Then the set extensions of F to M is a (possibly empty) equivalence class.

Proposition 39 ([10] Lemma 24). Let N be a non-graphic, even-cycle matroid and let F be an

equivalence class of signed-graph representations ofN . LetM be a binary matroid with a non-loop

e ∈ EM for which N = M/e. Then the set extensions of F to M is either a (possibly empty)

equivalence class of representations or the union of two equivalence classes F1 and F2. Moreover,

in the latter case F1 and F2 arise from respectively case (i) and (ii) in Proposition 37.

The statements of Proposition 38 and 39 are slightly different from [10], but in the proofs, the weaker

conditions are used as stated. In the previous result the “Moreover” part of the statement is not given

explicitly in [10]. However, a careful reading of the proof reveals that this is what is shown.
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10.3. The algorithm. Suppose that we are given a binary matroid M by its 0, 1 matrix represen-

tation A. We assume that we have an oracle to determine if a binary matroid given by its matrix

representation is pinch-graphic. We now describe an algorithm that in oracle polynomial time in the

size of A will determine if M is an even-cycle matroid.

First we check if M is pinch-graphic, if it is, then M is an even-cycle matroid and we stop.

Thus we may assume M is not pinch-graphic. Set N = M . If for any e ∈ EN , N/e (resp.

N \ e) is not pinch-graphic then replace N with N/e (resp. N \ e). When we stop we have

found a minor N of M that is minimally non pinch-graphic. It follows by Theorem 20 that N has

constant size and we can find all representations of N , up to equivalence, in constant time. (A finite

algorithm for finding all representations of an even-cycle matroid is given in [18], page 132.) Then

we construct a sequence of matroids M = M1,M2, . . . ,Mk = N where for every i ∈ [k − 1]

either (i) Mi+1 = Mi \ ei for some ei ∈ EMi that is not a coloop, or (ii) Mi+1 = Mi/ei for

some ei ∈ EMi that is no a loop. In particular, for (i) there exists a cycle of Mi using e and for

(ii) a cocycle of Mi using e. For each i ∈ [k], the set of signed-graph representations of Mi can

be partitioned into equivalence classes and we denote by Ei a set of signed-graph representations

that consist of one representative from each equivalence class. We constructed Ek (the set of all

representations of N up to equivalence). Clearly, M is an even-cycle matroid if and only if E1 6= ∅.
Thus it suffices to show for all i ∈ [k − 1] how to construct Ei from Ei+1. Consider an arbitrary

signed-graph (G,Σ) ∈ Ei+1 and let F be the equivalence class that contains (G,Σ). Let F ′ be the

set of extensions of F to Mi. By propositions 38 and 39, F ′ is either empty, a single equivalence

class, or the union of two equivalence classes. We will show how to find representatives for each

equivalence class in F ′ in polynomial time. Since, by Theorem 5 there exists a constant c such that

|Ei| ≤ c this will prove that the algorithm is polynomial.

Consider first the case whereMi+1 = Mi\e. By Proposition 38, F ′ consists of a single (possibly

empty) equivalence class. Find a cycleC ofMi containing e. By Proposition 36, some (G′,Σ′) ∈ F
extends to a representation of Mi if G′|(C − e) has at most two vertices of odd degree. Thus to

check for the existence of such a signed-graph (G′,Σ′) we define T to be the odd degree vertices of

G|(C−e) and then use algorithm (1) described in Section 9.1 to check if there exists a graft (G′, T ′)

equivalent to (G,T ) where |T ′| ≤ 2. If the answer is yes, then we can extend some representation

(G′,Σ′) ∈ F to Mi as described in Proposition 36. If the answer is no, then no representation

(G′,Σ′) ∈ F of Mi+1 extends to Mi and F ′ = ∅. Consider now the case where Mi+1 = Mi/e.

By Proposition 39, F ′ consists of the union of at most two equivalence classes. Find a cocycle D of

Mi containing e. By Proposition 37, some (G′,Σ′) ∈ F extends to a representation of Mi if either

(G′, D − e) or (G′, [D − e] ∆ Σ) has a blocking vertex v. We then use algorithm (2) in Section 9.2

to first (i) check if there exists G′ equivalent to G such that (G′, D − e) has a blocking vertex v, or

(ii) check if there exists G′ equivalent to G such that (G, [D − e] ∆ Σ) has a blocking vertex v. For
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each of (i) and (ii) if the answer is yes then we can extend some representation (G′,Σ) ∈ F to Mi

as described in Proposition 37. Moreover, by Proposition 39 if the answer is yes for both (i) and (ii)

F ′ consists of the union of two equivalence classes if the answer is yes for exactly one of (i) and (ii)

F ′ consists of a single equivalence class, and otherwise F ′ = ∅.

11. AN ALGORITHM FOR RECOGNIZING EVEN-CUT MATROIDS

11.1. Keeping track of representations. Here we characterize when a graft representation of an

even-cut matroid extends to a single element undeletion or uncontraction. We present the analogue

of propositions 36 and 37, namely propositions 40 and 41. We omit the proofs as they are routine

and similar to those in Section 10.1. Furthermore, these results will appear in the PhD dissertation

of C. Heo. To clarify the statement of the next proposition observe that cocycles of ecut(G,T ) are

cycles and T -joins [18].

Proposition 40. Let M be a binary matroid, let e ∈ EM and let N = M/e where N is not

cographic. Let D be a cocycle of M using e and let (G,T ) be a graft representation of N . Pick J

an arbitrary T -join of G. Then (G,T ) extends to a representation (H,T ) of M if and only if either,

(i) G|(D − e) has at most two vertices of odd degree, or

(ii) G|J ∆(D − e) has at most two vertices of odd degree

and for both cases, if there are no vertices of odd degree, then H is obtained from G by adding loop

e and if there are vertices of odd degree u, v, then H is obtained from G by adding edge e = (u, v).

Proposition 41. LetM be a binary matroid, let e ∈ EM and letN = M \e. Let C be a cycle ofM

using e, let (G,T ) be a graft representation of N . Then (G,T ) extends to a representation (H,R)

of M if and only if there exists a signature Γ of (G,C− e) where all edges of Γ are incident to some

vertex v, and H is obtained from G by uncontracting e at v according to Γ where e = (v′, v′′) in H ,

and R = (T − v) ∪X where X ⊆ {v′, v′′} and v′ ∈ X (resp. v′′ ∈ X) if and only if δH(v′) (resp.

δH(v′′)) is not a cycle of M .

11.2. Equivalence classes. In our algorithm we will keep track of graft representations up to equiv-

alence only. As a result we shall require the following two results,

Proposition 42 ([11] Lemma 9.4). Let N be an even-cut matroid and let F be an equivalence class

of graft representations of N . Let M be a binary matroid with a non-coloop e ∈ EM for which

N = M \ e. Then the set extensions of F to M is a (possibly empty) equivalence class.

Proposition 43 ([11] Lemma 9.12). Let N be a non-cographic, even-cut matroid and let F be an

equivalence class of graft representations ofN . LetM be a binary matroid with a non-loop e ∈ EM
for which N = M/e. Then the set extensions of F to M is either a (possibly empty) equivalence

class of representations or the union of two equivalence classes F1 and F2. Moreover, in the latter

case F1 and F2 arise from respectively case (i) and (ii) in Proposition 40.
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The statements of Proposition 42 and 43 are slightly different from [11], but in the proofs, the weaker

conditions are used as stated.

11.3. The algorithm. Suppose that we are given a binary matroid M by its 0, 1 matrix represen-

tation A. We assume that we have an oracle to determine if a binary matroid given by its matrix

representation is pinch-graphic (or equivalently pinch-cographic). We now describe an algorithm

that in oracle polynomial time in the size of A will determine if M is an even-cut matroid.

First we check if M is pinch-cographic, if it is, then M is an even-cut matroid and we stop.

Thus we may assume M is not pinch-cographic and proceeding as in the previous algorithm we

find a minimally non-pinch-cographic minor N of M . N has constant size and we can find all

representations of N , up to equivalence, in constant time. Then we construct a sequence of matroids

M = M1,M2, . . . ,Mk = N where for every i ∈ [k − 1] either (i) Mi+1 = Mi \ ei for some

ei ∈ EMi that is not a coloop, or (ii) Mi+1 = Mi/ei for some ei ∈ EMi that is no a loop. For each

i ∈ [k], the set of graft representations of Mi can be partitioned into equivalence classes and we

denote by Ei a set of graft representations that consist of one representative from each equivalence

class. We have Ek and clearly M is an even-cut matroid if and only if E1 6= ∅. Thus it suffices to

show for all i ∈ [k − 1] how to construct Ei from Ei+1. Consider an arbitrary graft (G,T ) ∈ Ei+1

and let F be the equivalence class that contains (G,T ). Let F ′ be the set of extensions of F to

Mi. By propositions 42 and 43, F ′ is either empty, a single equivalence class, or the union of two

equivalence classes. We will show how to find representatives for each equivalence class in F ′ in

polynomial time. Since, by Theorem 6 there exists a constant c such that |Ei| ≤ c this will prove

that the algorithm is polynomial.

Consider first the case whereMi+1 = Mi\e. By Proposition 42, F ′ consists of a single (possibly

empty) equivalence class. Find a cycle C of Mi containing e. By Proposition 41, a graft (G′, T ′)

equivalent to (G,T ) extends to a representation of Mi if there exists a signature Γ of (G′, C − e)
where all edges of Γ are incident to some vertex v. We use algorithm (2) in Section 9 to check if

there exists a signed-graph equivalent to (G,C − e) with a blocking vertex v. If the answer is yes

then some representation (G′, T ′) ∈ F extends to Mi as described in Proposition 41. If the answer

is no then F ′ = ∅. Consider now the case where Mi+1 = Mi/e. By Proposition 43, F ′ consists

of the union of at most two equivalence classes. Find a cocycle D of Mi containing e, and let J be

a T -join of G. By Proposition 40, some (G′, T ′) ∈ F extends to a representation of Mi if either,

(i) G′|(D − e) has at most two odd degree vertices, or (ii) G′|J ∆(D − e) has at most two odd

degree vertices. We denote by R1 (resp. R2) the vertices of odd degree of G|(D − e) (resp. of

G|J ∆(D − e)). For ` = 1, 2 we use algorithm (1) in Section 9.1 to check if there exists a graft

(G′, R′) equivalent to (G,R`) where |R′| ≤ 2. For each ` ∈ [2] for which the answer is yes, some

representation (G′, T ′) ∈ F extends to Mi as described in Proposition 40. If the answer is no for

` = 1, 2 then F ′ = ∅.
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